Shift instruction for the Straws Alarm

In case of Straw alarm, please click the Straw button.

An alarm is indicated by the colors red or orange in the Straw button.
Shift Instructions for Straws:

Straw Main Panel

After clicking the Straw button, you get this panel. There are alarms for:

- Gas System
- Low Voltage
- Temperature
- High Voltage

If any of the green fields turned red or orange, please click on it.
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Gas Alarm

If there is any gas field marked with red, inform a straw expert.

If the gas system has been stopped more than 5 minutes, switch off High Voltage on ALL chamber (see HV alarm and click Off instead of On).
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Low voltage Alarm

If there is any **Low Voltage** field marked with **red**, inform a straw expert.
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Temperature Alarm

note: ST02 has more columns in the window

If any of the temperature fields went red, the cooling is probably not working (on ST03 or ST02)

In any cases of red temperature field:

1- Switch off Low voltage directly on the crate.

2- Inform a Straw expert
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High Voltage Alarm

For any HV channel marked red or orange:
1. Double click it
2. Switch it on

All channels should always be switched on (note that St_Hv_DL09_02X2_6mm_4_PH and St_Hv_DL09_02X2_6mm_5 are to be switched on with HV = 0).

Never change the HV settings. If there are problems, please call an expert.
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Reload Voltages

If voltages are lost, after a power cut for example, inform a straw expert and reload them:

1- Call a Straw expert, he will guide you through the next steps
2- Open export/import window
3- Browse setting files.
4- Chose a setting file.
5- Import the settings